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Hidden in the depths of Ubud’ s luscious jungle you will find Chapung 
Sebali resort’s stylish Blind Pig Cocktail & Lounge Bar. 

Among the best bars in Ubud, Blind Pig is dedicated to serve classy 
cocktails and tasty tapas-style bites, and invites you to enjoy its unrivalled 
views of the enchanting wildlife.

Its interior embraces an opulent Old World feel: colourful velvet couches, 
marble counters, a pool table, candlelight ambience, and a copper bar; 
all enclosed in a glass frame.
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Surrounded by organic gardens and paddy fields, you can tune into jazz and classical music, often playing live, in this unique 
environment. Every detail has been carefully chosen to appeal to the senses, creating an artistic and creative drinks, small bites, and 
spiritual experience.

The Blind Pig Lounge and Bar manicured lawn also serves as a Chapung Garden Wedding Venue or a standing cocktail party.
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Offering stunning views of tropical wilderness 
for dinnertime, The Upper Deck is best suited 
for a Bali elegant dine setting in Ubud, as you 
devour top-notch creative dishes with locally 
sourced organic vegetables and herbs, often 
from the resort’s own garden.

Selections are varied for it welcomes in 
delight guests at any type of preferences or 
diet; either meat or seafood lovers or vegan 
and vegetarian pursuer.

FOOD



Meanwhile Jungle Fish Pool Bar offers all 
those refreshing, fruity summer -inspired 
cocktails, and The Upper Deck offers elegant 
cocktails perfect for accompanying your 
dinner, Chapung well-trained bar front man 
concepted Blind Pig to serve aperitif cocktails. 
Those perfect to have before and or after 
having dinner. 

Signature cocktails are eloquently created 
using premium spirits mixed with those high 
in-quality locally sourced ingredients.

DRINKS
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In collaboration with the resort head chef, at
Chapung’s fermentation room; some wonderful
alcoholic base was also born. 

Carotta Rosso is that one of the signatures 
using alcoholic liquid produced from carrot 
peeled-skin fermented in 6 months time.

In the good hands of our bar team also, 
some others signatures cocktails base such 
as Elder Flower Vinegar, Orange Marmalade, 
Pineapple Jam are also carefully created 
in house.
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Our savory and tasty Asian-inspired small 
bites are carefully crafted to accompany the 
splendid signature cocktails.

There are nine appealing both in look and 
taste small bites to opt; from a cute tasty green 
Tuna Cone to the elegant Potato Terrine.

SMALL 
BITES



Daily 3PM - 12 AM
Cocktails Happy Hour : 5-8PM
Live Music : every Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
(7PM ONWARDS)
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